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ACONTROL SOFTWARE

As part of this thesis the so ware package labalyzer, written in Python was developed to control
the hardware and devices necessary to control the experiment. It was modelled a er a prior
control so ware developed in Labview. In principle the entire package is platform-independent,
and hence able to run on Windows, OS X and Linux. Unfortunately some of the hardware
used in the experiment provides only drivers for Microso Windows. For development and
testing so-called Simulators of all devices are part of the package, making it possible to run the
programme independently of the hardware present in the lab. To run, it requires Python < 3.0
and has been extensively tested with Python 2.7. It furthermore requires the following Python
modules to be installed:

pygtk is used as the cross-platform toolkit to display the user interface and any widgets used.
A helper programme called glade is useful in designing the interface.

numpy is an extension to python aiding in the fast processing of numeric data in the form
of arrays and matrices, internally using the routines of lapack for e�cient linear
algebra computations. ¿is is used throughout the programme, particularly in timeframe
compilation and data acquisition.

scipy is a further extension of Python for mathematical computations, providing a broad
set of algorithms for many problems. Here it is used mostly for curve-�tting. It heavily
relies on numpy for data storage.

matplotlib is used for simple function plotting.

pycairo is a so ware library providing a vector-based Application Programming Interface
(API) for two-dimensional drawing. Here it is used to draw those elements which do
not easily �t into the existing elements provided by gtk, in particular those related to
displaying the absorption images.

Image is used only to save images in jpeg-format.

csv is a module providing simple routines to read and write csv-�les, such as the timeframe.

pickle is used to store programme settings to the hard-drive.
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114 control software

ctypes is a module providing a simple interface to c-compatible libraries. ¿is is used
extensively to access the vendor-provided API for programming most devices. Direct
hardware access is abstracted by a set of wrappers in the labcontrolmodule as discussed
below.

visa can be used to control VISA-compatible devices, such as oscilloscopes and voltage sources,
in a very simple and convenient manner.

A.1 LABCONTROL

¿is is a collection of wrappers to make hardware access both simple and consistent for the
main labalyzer programme. It currently contains modules for 7 di�erent hardware elements:

AgilentController is based on the visa module and used to control the output of an
Agilent 33250A arbitrary function generator.

AndorController uses ctypes to control the Andor iKon-M Camera used in the exper-
iment.

NIDAQInputController uses ctypes to record input from aNational Instruments 6014
A/D converter.

NIDAQOutputController uses ctypes to programme the output of a National In-
struments 6713 D/A converter.

PWS4721Controller is based on the visa module and used to control the output voltage
of a Tektronix PWS4721 DC power supply.

ScopeController is also based on visa and can be used to record traces from Tektronix
Oscilloscopes

ViewpointController uses ctypes to control the Viewpoint DIO64 digital I/O card.

In addition to a simple wrapper to control a device, each �le also contains a simulator of
the device it is meant to control. At startup each controller determines whether the device
it is meant to control is present or not. In the latter case it prints a warning to stdout and
automatically switches to the simulator instead. A certain number of assumptions is made in
each controller about the use of the device, hard-coding certain options that are not expected to
change and exposing only those parts of the API that are deemed necessary for the experiment.
However, the controllers are designed to be easily extendable to expose further functions if that
should become necessary.

A.2 LABALYZER

Labalyzer itself is a fairly compact programme, counting under 3000 lines of code and about
900 lines of comments in 24 �les as well as 6 XML �les de�ning the user interface. Nonetheless
it seems useful to discuss the structure of the programme in more detail to make maintenance
of the code easier in the future.
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A.2.1 STRUCTURE

¿emain executable �le of the programme is itself called labalyzer and resides in the sub-
folder /bin. However, this �le is restricted to calling the initialisation routine in the �le
__init__.py residing in the sub-folder /labalyzer, which in turn only loads the settings
before showing the window and starting the applications main loop. From this point forward
the programme is entirely event-driven, with the event-dispatching handled inside the gtk
main loop and invisible in the programme code itself. Consequently one can not simply trace
the programmes progress further by following each function as it is being called. Instead,
we will brie�y discuss the most important �les and their purpose. ¿ese can be roughly
divided into two groups: a number of user-interface related �les (LabalyzerWindow.py,
ScanselectorDialog.py, plotter.py, DatalogDialog.py and TimeframeeditorDi

alog.py) and a number of logic-related �les (constants.py, LabalyzerSettings.py,
TimeframeCompiler.py and �nally TimeframeController.py) with the last two being
the most important to understand the running of the programme.

LabalyzerSettings.py is responsible for storing a number of settings which can be
changed by the user, and providing these throughout the programme. Settings are stored
on disk, in Windows typically under C:\Documents and Settings\username \App

lication Data\labalyzer and on Linux typically in ∼/.config/labalyzer. A
constant SETTINGS_VERSION is de�ned at the top of the �le, and checked against the
settings stored on disk. If the two di�er all settings are reset to the hard-coded initial
values of LabalyzerSettings.py. Accordingly, if one makes changes in this �le it is
necessary to change the value of SETTINGS_VERSION for the changes to take e�ect. ¿e
settings de�ned here include the names and limits of the di�erent hardware channels
used in the timeframe, as well as various other settings used throughout the programme.

LabalyzerWindow.py contains all the event-handling functions for the main window.
Whenever the user e.g. clicks on a button or toggles a check-box it results in a function
de�ned in this �le being called. ¿e mapping of events to event handlers is done in the
XML �les de�ning the user interface, and is most easily seen in glade. However, very
little of the actual logic is treated here. Rather, this �le is only responsible for correctly
displaying information, and passes all control on to TimeframeController.py.

plotter.py de�nes the necessary routines to display absorption images as well as cross-
sections and �ts. It is also responsible for the actual �tting, and passes the results back to
LabalyzerWindow.py to be displayed.

TimeframeController.py Is the main �le for handling programme logic. It tracks the
state of the programme (e.g. whether a timeframe is running or not, if so whether it is
scanning a variable or not etc.) and acts accordingly. It is for example responsible for
sending the right commands obtained from compiling a timeframe to the hardware, as
well as collecting all measurement data each cycle, passing it on to e.g. plotter.py to
be displayed and saving the results to disk as necessary. ¿e most important functions
de�ned in this �le are:
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attemptStateChange(self, new_state) which is called when the user re-
quests the state of the programme to change, e.g. by clicking the “Go Steady” button.
If the requested change is legal it arranges for the change to take e�ect at the next
opportunity.

prepareScan(self) is calledwhen a scan is started to prepare the values the variable
being scanned is to take during the scan, but also to determine the timestamp for
this scan, create the necessary folder, etc.

startTimeframe(self) is called whenever a new timeframe is to be run. It asserts
whether the timeframe is already compiled, attempts to compile it if necessary,
programmes all hardware if compilation was successful and then starts execution
of the timeframe.

clock_tick(self) is regularly called by a timer. While a timeframe is running it
checks at regular intervals (every 100ms) whether the camera has acquired three
images. If so, it calls acquireData to read and process all data.

TimeframeCompiler.py is responsible for turning the human-readable list of com-
mands saved in the timeframe into data that can be processed by the di�erent devices
controlling the experiment. ¿is is some of the most complex code and is discussed in
more detail below.

A.2.2 TIMEFRAME COMPILATION

Some of the most important, and most involved parts of the code deal with the problem
of converting the timeframe, which should be in a format easily understood and edited by
humans, into commands that can be used to programme the hardware actually controlling the
experiment. ¿ese commands are typically large numeric arrays. For the DIO64 digital I/O card
each row corresponds to a di�erent step. ¿e �rst two columns contain timing information,
while the following four columns contain the output state to be programmed for each of the four
banks, with each line being encoded as one bit in a 16-bit unsigned integer. For the National
Instruments D/A-converter each column corresponds to a di�erent channel, and each row
to a di�erent step in the experiment. No timing information is necessary as the next step is
always triggered at the correct time by the DIO64 card. Additional information, such as e.g.
the camera ROI also needs to be extracted from the timeframe and is encoded in a dictionary.
In all of these operations the Python built-in eval is heavily used. ¿is allows the use of any
Python-compatible commands in the timeframe.
Compilation of the timeframe requires multiple steps:

• First all variable de�nitions need to be found and parsed. ¿is is done in the function
parseVariables. It traverses the timeframe row-by-row, identi�es all those which hold
a variable de�nition by the keywords External parameter in the appropriate columns and
adds it to a dictionary of variable names with the (as yet unparsed) variable de�nition as
its value.
It subsequently tries to determine all values in the dictionary using Pythons eval com-
mand. Whenever a value is evaluated successfully it is removed from the dictionary, and
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added to an independent dictionary of parsed variables. ¿is new dictionary is used in
trying to determine the value of the remaining variables. ¿is procedure is repeated for a
maximum of 64 times. In the case of circular dependencies, or a recursion depth greater
64 an error message is generated.

• Following this, the actual compilation of the timeframe takes place in the function
compileTimeframe. ¿is happens in two stages. In the �rst stage timeframe commands
for the digital and analog output cards are stores in dictionaries. ¿ese dictionaries use
the absolute time of a command as key. For each key it stores a list of lists: the outer list
stores all channels to be programmed at a given time. For each channel the inner list
stores which channel to programme, and which value to set. In the case of analog output
cards the value is simply a number; for digital output cards the value is the bit-mask
necessary to set or unset that channel. In the second stage these dictionaries are converted
into numpy arrays which can be sent to the hardware.

During the �rst stage this routine also traverses the timeframe row-by-row. It determines
the row type utilising a helper function called getRowType.

– If the row is identi�ed as an analog device, i.e. part of the National Instruments
6713 D/A converter channels it �rst determines the new value for the device, again
using eval. It then checks whether the value of the column de�ning the ramp type
is either step or one of the ramp values de�ned in a dictionary of ramp functions
stored in settings, and in the case of a ramp generates all necessary steps from the
ramp function de�nition stored in this dictionary. It then appends the new values
to the dictionary described above. If no entry existed in the dictionary for this
timestamp before it adds the necessary trigger commands to the dictionary storing
commands for the DIO64 card.

– If, on the other hand, the row is identi�ed as a digital channel the DIO64 card needs
to be programmed. In this case no ramp functions are possible, and the dictionary
can be directly populated.

– If the row is identi�ed as a command for the DDS board a helper function called
translateDDSCommand generates the necessary commands. Subsequently these
are added to the list of commands for the DIO64 card.

– If the row is used for a di�erent device, such as the camera ROI the parameter and
value are directly stored in an independent dictionary.

– Variable de�nitions and comments are simply ignored. A row that can not be
identi�ed is ignored, but an error message is shown in the timeframe. ¿is also
happens if an error occurs in one of the steps above.

In the second stage the dictionaries need to be converted to numpy arrays. ¿ese are
�at, i.e. one-dimensional arrays. For the analog devices the size of the array needs to be
8 times the number of analog commands per card, as each card supports 8 channels.
¿e array holds �oat64 data. Iterating over the dictionary entries each value can be
determined easily.
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For the DIO64 card the length of the array needs to be 6 times the number of digital
commands, each holding a 16 bit unsigned integer. Of each group of 6 the �rst two
elements hold the timestamp at which the update is to occur, and the last four hold
the output pattern for each of the four banks of the card. Of these only two banks are
currently used, one for direct trigger lines and one to programme the DDS. ¿e timestamp
is stored in clock cycles, with the �rst array element holding the two lowest bytes and the
second array element holding the two highest bytes. At an update rate of 10MHz this
corresponds to a maximum timeframe time of approximately 7min.

Typical compilation times without further optimisations are of the order of 0.5 s for a timeframe
of 30k analog commands and 60k digital commands.

A.2.3 USER INTERFACE

Figure A.1: Labalyzer user interface. ¿e upper part shows the programme running a timeframe, the
lower part shows the changes if the programme is operated in the Direct Controlmode. See
text for a detailed description.
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¿e labalyzer user interface is shown in Figure A.1. ¿e upper part of the �gure shows
the labalyzer main window while a timeframe is running. It is dominated on the top-le by
the last recorded optical density image, in this case a simulated image as the screenshot was
produced on a computer not connected to the experiment. In its place it is also possible to
show the raw absorption, reference or dark images. Below the image the timeframe is shown,
although only a short section of the timeframe is visible in the screenshot. ¿e lines of the
timeframe are color-coded, and lines where errors have occurred always appear in red. To the
right of the timeframe a number of buttons can be seen which are used to control the state of
the programme. In addition, the Edit Timeframe button opens a new window in which the
timeframe can be changed. Changes made to the timeframe in this manner are immediately
taken into account for the next cycle. On the rightmost side a button can be seen which switches
between the timeframe mode, and a mode called Direct Control in which the value of each
output channel can be set manually. Above these �t results are shown and �tting options made
accessible, while other tabs allow quick access to a number of further settings and information
on variable scans.
Below the lower part of the programme can be seen when it has been switched to Direct

Control. Here the state of all digital lines can be set directly by the buttons on the le , the value
of all analog channels be determined by the sliders on the right and the frequency of the DDS
be controlled by the elements on the far right side.

A.3 STARKALYZER

A further so ware package has been written for the experiments described in chapter 6.
While completely independent of labalyzer, it also makes heavy use of the abstracted hardware
interfaces of labcontrol. ¿is is a much smaller programme than labalyzer, with all important
code contained in the single 400-line �le StarkalyzerWindow.py. ¿e most important
functions are

startScan which calculates all values to be set to the voltage supplies during a scan and
starts a timer managing data acquisition, and

clock_tick which regularly checks whether the National Instruments 6014 A/D cards have
�nished acquiring data. If so, it programmes the next step and restarts data acquisition
on the NI cards.

¿e only further feature worthy of note here is that the data acquisition happens out-of-band
in a separate thread running AcquireData to keep the user interface responsive, as each
individual scan takes up to one minute to complete.


